Patient Participation Group – minutes Monday 19th November 2018 

Attending:   Laura Gibson (Practice manager), Dr Chris Trzcinski, Alan Bourne (chair) Rosie Woodland (deputy chair), Nadine Kimberley (MMC).
 
 Margaret Fieldhouse, Clifton Kendall, Barry Cowdroy, Barry James, Mary Pepper, and Angela Berry

Apologies were received from, Mark (Masons), Carol Nicholls and Sheila Lammiman

Welcome and apologies
Alan welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked us all for coming.
 
 Alan
Minutes of the last meeting on Monday 6th August 2018
 The minutes of the last meeting were read and agreed.
All
Matters arising


Practice Update

Christmas closing



Dr Bird


Vinyl floors




Extended Hours







Change of meeting





E-mail address for PPG



Medical Students
The Practice this year has taken up the offer from LLR LMC (Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland Local Medical Committee Ltd) to pay for their organised cover and close slightly earlier on Christmas Eve and New Years Eve. The cover will be provided by DHU (Derbyshire Health United, LLR Cover). This will only be between 4pm and 6.30pm and then the normal 111 cover will resume.

At the moment the plan is for Dr Charmaine Bird to return from maternity leave on the 13th February.

After discussion with the partners and an infection control assessment, the partners have agreed to go ahead and pay for the vinyl floors to be replaced in the treatment rooms. They have also agreed to change room 6 (which is currently carpet) to vinyl to enable nurses and HCA’s more flexibility when it comes to offering appointments. We are only able to carry out procedures such as bloods, minor ops, ear syringe etc in rooms where there is vinyl floor. 

Extended Appointments are being offered at Loughborough UCC, Coalville UCC and Hinckley and Bosworth Hospital for all patients. The idea behind this is to offer extra support to practices with additional routine appointments outside of core hours. Laura has done a mock poster to display in reception to patients. There was quite a bit of feedback to make it a lot more ‘stand out’, needs better clarity that the appointments are evenings and early morning. Laura will attempt to do something better and send out for any comments, suggestions or help on it. 

Laura asked the group whether anyone would have an objection to changing the meetings to the day time, over lunchtime, so that a doctor can still attend. Friday’s were suggested because Dr Trzcinski and Dr Patel work on a Friday however this did not suit everybody so it was then suggested that we could perhaps alternate the day for each meeting to give everyone the opportunity to attend. Barry suggested that we trial it and see how it goes. The next meeting is the Annual meeting so this will remain in January and in the evening. 

Cliff suggested that we should have an e-mail for patients to be able to contact the PPG group. Laura said that we can put on the website that if patients want to contact the PPG then they can e-mail the Markfield address and this could then be forwarded to the PPG members or member, it would need to be led by a PPG member. 

Markfield will be having medical students in November for 12 weeks, Patients will be informed if seeing a medical student. 
Laura 
Federation Update
The federation have rolled out the extended hours project; this means that there will be routine appointments offered at various hubs including Coalville Hospital and Loughborough UCC after hours. The 111 service can book into these appointments along with GP practices. It is not a drop in service though, booked appointments only. 
They are struggling to staff these clinics with GP’s but Dr Trzcinski has been doing some of the clinics. Our practice is quite a high attender at these clinics but if we don’t use them we may lose them so we are encouraging patients to go if suitable. 

Laura and Chris
Flu Clinic Update
The final delivery has arrived, we have previously only been able to book into fixed clinics due to the supply however we are now able to offer ad-hock appointments whenever patients come in. A protocol has been set up so that when a clinician opens a patient’s record a pop-up will show on their screen if they are eligible for flu and haven’t had it. Andrea is the only HCA who is not yet trained to give flu. 

2500 Patients eligible for Flu Vaccination
1121 have been given so far
158 have been given by pharmacists
Left to give 1384

Advert to go into the Herald in December to encourage any patients who haven’t had it to book in. 

The surveys from the Saturday clinics have been typed up and summarised by Nadine and Rosie. Very interesting feedback from the first Saturday (over 65) about patients over 65 who don’t pay for their scripts, the majority were more than happy to pay for OTC (Over the Counter) medication. 
The following survey at the next Saturday clinic was booked for under 65’s, these surveys showed that more objected to paying for OTC medications and that they objected to medication switches. The majority of the younger generations pay for their scripts and were happy to pay for OTC meds. The Surveys will be attached to the minutes. 

The group had various discussion to the individual feedback they each received, a reoccurring theme was with the switches, patients were not convinced that the new drug was as good as the old, that it may not be safe and that if the patient is elderly and used to the packets it may be confusing to swap the drugs and cause them not to take them. 

Dr T suggested that we feed back our research to the Prescribing Lead at the CCG, Gillian Stead. Rosie is going to finish off some info and then it will be ready to send. 


Nadine





















All




Chris
Locality/CCG/PPG Update


Waiting room


Update from Practices – Alan 







Contact the elderly – Rosie has e-mailed Hannah but has not had a response as yet. 

Rosie and Alan gave Nadine recognition for moving the carers display; it is a lot easier to see for patients and carers visiting the practice. 

Melanie Arnold (Federation) is currently off poorly
Jennie Caulkwell has changed carer from working at the CCG to being a Practice Manager at Ashby. 
Whitwick are embracing signposting and have new registrars.
Long Lane are starting a private Minor Surgery clinic
Alan gave updates on some of the other local practices and the challenges that are arising.





Rosie

Alan/Rosie




Alan
Neighbourhood planning
There will be 3 meetings to ask residents what they like about the area and what should be improved etc.  

This Saturday 24th Nov 2pm – 5pm Community Centre
Following Thursday 29th Nov 2pm – 5pm Markfield Retirement Village

There is also information at the library, recent discussion about housing for the village – The public are happy to have affordable housing but not large 4/5 bed detached properties. 

Rosie
University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust future proposed plans
Alan gave us an update of the plans that the Universities of Leicester are proposing. They are seeking £50m of investment for:-
	A new Maternity Hospital

A dedicated Children’s Hospital
A planned care Treatment Centre
Two ‘super’ intensive care units with 100 intensive care beds
Modernised wards, theatres and imaging facilities
Additional car parking


AGM Slides from the CCG AGM
https://www.westleicestershireccg.nhs.uk/your-ccg/publications/getting-involved/agm-2018/1594-agm-fulldeck-final-final/file


Alan
AOB

Finance / Building



6th form colleges





Winter Health



Staff having the flu vaccination
 

Dr Trzcinski gave a recent update on the accounts received for last year and the falling in NHS income. Dr Bird will be reducing sessions to 4 from 6. Instead of replacing these sessions with a GP we may revise the Nurses appointments and recruit for more Minor illness slots with an ANP.

Rosie sent a letter to the head at Bosworth College but heard nothing so she popped into the office. The lady in the office said she will pass it on.  She is also going to pop into Groby College. 
Survey from PPG, Rosie will add in the switch information and send on for the CCG
Rosie unable to make Thursday meeting


No leaflets or support materials has arrived from the CCG or the Federation so far. It would be good to have a display in the waiting room advising patients what they should have in their cupboards, how to stay warm, dealing with coughs and colds, where to go for advice. 

Cliff asked how many of the practice staff have had their Flu Vaccination, recommended because frontline staff. It hasn’t been a big uptake because there has been limited supply so far however Nadine will send a notification to remind staff they can have it. 



Chris 



Rosie





Alan



Nadine
Date of next meeting
Monday 21 January 5.30pm – AGM 




